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INTRODUCTION

As I’m writing these words, it’s July 17th of 2018 and I’m about
to release my first video on YouTube, I’ve been dreaming to
create a channel for a long time but I never dared to go for it.
GTA V will be 5 years old in two months. In 2013, I remember
myself eagerly waiting for it and, a few years later, I’m still
enjoying this jewel as much. Thank you Rockstar Games for
creating this masterpiece.
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THE PROJECT'S
ORIGINS
On September 17th of 2018, « Grand Theft Auto
V », which I consider as the best video game
ever, will celebrate its 5 years !
As you will have understood, I’m a huge GTA V
fan, of its universe, its beauty, the gaming
memories, this amazing city… and even more of
LSPDFR. Being able to play the role of a French
cop was a gamer’s dream for me, if only to turn
the police siren on and ride. That’s why I will
always be grateful towards the people who
create the mods and enable to make it happen.
The idea and the desire to create a sort of
show (in my modest production levels) from
the game kind of came by accident. One day,
while my best friend and I were having a
coffee, we spontaneously started to imagine
some scenarios based on GTA, to have fun,
ideas came from all sides, we couldn’t stop
laughing… Inventing these stories made us feel
good, but it didn’t go further than discussions
and coffee breaks.
One night, we sat down in front of the console
and started to play different characters just for
fun, and that’s how I had the idea : why
wouldn’t I create a show from a video game
that I love this much ?
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THE PROJECT'S
ORIGINS
Without any experience on YouTube nor
knowledge in terms of editing and screenplay
writing, I invested some time and money to buy
a machine that could record our gaming
sessions (until then I only had a basic laptop),
modding the game was long for a beginner, but
I absolutely enjoyed shooting, creating,
inventing, editing… The show will be far from
perfection, but one thing is for sure : I really did
my best and put all my heart into it.
Very open to critics and feedback, because I’m
willing to improve, I still hope that the project
will be received with goodwill, but I have no
doubt about it.
I would like to release several seasons, by the
way I already wrote the next ones, I always
dreamed of making a show so making one with
GTA V, and also using mods (which seemed
unreachable to me a few months ago…) is a
delight.
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SEASON 1 SYNOPSIS

After a year of deep depression, Ali Krugher is back in the police.
Haunted by the old mayor’s murder, Larry Milton, who had become a
close friend of his, Krugher refuses to live as long as he has not
found the person who did it and wants to know his motivations.
Joined by Lionel Tanado, called « Leo », a young and ambitious cop,
he now wants to protect the town he loves, Starcity, which is
consumed by instability and crime, but is above all looking for
redemption by seeking the one that everybody calls « The Politikill ».
The new mayor, Arn Richard, terrified by the killer’s actions that
scare the city’s politicians, threatens to go after Krugher if he doesn’t
find him quickly.
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THANKS

First, I would like to thank ROCKSTAR GAMES, you enlightened
my childhood, my adolescence, and the young adult that I am
today with your masterpieces, I have a huge respect for your
work, your philosophy, you are real artists.
Thanks to my best friend for playing the role of Leo.
I warmly thank the modding creators, whose incredible job
enabled me to imagine my own story from an entire universe
(cars, characters, decorative items…) which was important to
build this project that entertained me for several months and, I
hope, is only just beginning.
Thanks to BAROTEAM (https://www.baroteam.fr/), I really like
your work, and going on your website to see your latest creations
is a real joy, you are the best. Thanks also to GTA5-MODS
(https://fr.gta5-mods.com), great discoveries on this site, very
cool.
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THANKS

A big thank you to JOAKIM KARUD, what a pleasure to listen to
his sounds and use them for this project.
https://soundcloud.com/joakimkarud
Creative Commons — Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported— CC
BY-SA 3.0 http://creativecommons.org/licenses/b... Music
promoted by Audio Library https://youtu.be/YDT00lBAG2g
Used song for the trailer :
Rock Angel – Joakim Karud
I would like to thank my family, my other half and my entourage
for their support.
and THANK YOU to every person who will take the time to
discover this project.
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THE SHOW'S RELEASE

The show will be released on August 17th of 2018, one month away
from the video game’s birthday, until then videos will be posted on
the channel and social media. Feel free to subscribe to the channel
if you want to follow this project, it will be a great indicator to me and
will multiply my motivation which is already huge.
I will happily answer every question or remark in comments, I’m open
to any ideas or collaborations (screenplay, help, characters…), you
can send them to
thegtashow2018@gmail.com
And guess what ?
I just registered on social media recently, I guess everything is
possible ! Join me on Facebook and Instagram by writing my name
in the search bar :)

See you soon,

Ali KRUGHER

